Abstract—In this paper, our concern is the management of mobile transactions in the shared area among many servers, when the mobile user moves from one cell to another in online partially-replicated distributed mobile database environment. We defined the concept of transaction and classified the different types of transactions. Based on this analysis, we propose an algorithm that handles the disconnection due to moving among sites.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mobile computing environment consists of stationary and mobile components (Fig. 1). Mobile Hosts (MH) - also termed Mobile units (MU)- are computing devices that can connect to a stationary (fixed) network via wireless links. These stationary hosts are called mobile support stations (MSS) or base stations which perform the transaction and data management functions with the help of transaction managers (TMs) and data managers (DMs), respectively. Each MSS is responsible for all the mobile hosts within a given small geographical area, known as a cell. At any given instant, a MH communicates only with the MSS responsible for its cell [1]. MSSs are the gateways between mobile units and fixed hosts [2]. A MH may have some server capability to perform concurrency control and logging etc.

As an application, we are considering, mobile hosts are laptop computers belonging to members of big salespersons team.

Transaction is defined as a means by which application programmer can package together a sequence of database operations so that the database can provide a number of Guarantees, known as the ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability) properties of a transaction [3].

Mobile transaction is a transaction where at least one mobile host takes part in its execution [5]. The mobile user, by nature, is moving from one place to another so the mobile transaction should follow the user anywhere, which is not supported in distributed database transactions.

The problems that we consider are:

Most of mobile database researchers assume that the mobile database system is a group of contiguous service areas as straight line, and the mobile user moves among them using a car (ex. Fig. 2).

If the cells are not contiguous as a straight line, but they are contiguous as in Fig. 3 [15],

If the mobile user moves from the cell covered by the Host H1 (a) to the shared area among the three hosts (b):
- How will the transaction that started at H1 continue its work?
How will the refreshment process refresh the whole system replicas?

What is the next host for the mobile unit at point b?

In this paper, we will try to answer these questions. We assume involuntary and very short disconnection because of moving from cell to cell.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 shows our view for the program and transaction, analysis and classification of transactions according to the relation among their subtransactions and our shadow technique for transactions handling. Section 4 describes the implementation environment for a simple system that applies the shadow technique. Section 5 includes the conclusions and future works.

II. RELATED WORK

Most of the papers that handle the transaction processing in mobile database assume long disconnection and working offline as [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [16]. They relax or redefine the strict ACID properties of traditional transaction model in order to fit to mobile computing environment [17].

The Kangaroo model [16], supports the moving of the transaction from cell to cell by moving the control and the history of the transaction among MSSs. The PRO-MOTION model [6], uses the compact structure to support disconnection and working offline. The MoFlex model [17], based on set of dependencies, acceptable goals and rules. It supports location dependent subtransactions. The MDS-TPM (Multidatabase System Transaction Processing Manager) model [18], uses the message and queuing facility to support MH requests, data exchange, and disconnection mode. The Clustering model [19] divides the items of the database into clusters. Clusters are the units of consistency, when an MH is disconnected it becomes a cluster by itself. It uses two copies of objects to maintain consistency.

Most of the papers do not consider replication in the update process and assume the long duration transaction consists of totally independent subtransactions and doesn't consider the case when the subtransactions are dependent.

III. ANALYSIS AND SOLUTIONS

We can analyze the moving of the mobile user to 4 areas (Fig. 4) [15]:

1. Moving from one server area to many servers-shared area which contains the current server of the mobile user as from \(a\rightarrow b\)
2. Moving to shared area that does not contain the current server of the mobile user as \(b\rightarrow c\)
3. Moving to another one-server area as \(d\rightarrow e\)
4. Moving to area that has no servers at all as \(e\rightarrow f\)
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will not change till the transaction commit. Consistency is the responsibility of the programmers through the design time, to ensure that the logic of the transaction leaves the database consistent.

We define transaction as: Transaction is a program in execution in which write set satisfies the ACID properties.

Our approach keeps the calculation set available while disconnection time in main memory and after closing the program on secondary storage and supporting the user by giving him the ability to continue running his program after short disconnection or long disconnection.

We classified compound transactions (that consists of two or more subtransactions) according to the relationship among their subtransactions to three classes: independent, fully dependent and partially dependent subtransactions.

- Independent Subtransactions
  Every subtransaction is complete by itself and its success or failure doesn't depend on any other subtransaction, so they are semantically independent. The subtransaction that completes its work commits on the active database as a separate transaction and unlocks all its locked data items. If the subtransaction failed, the next subtransaction in the compound transaction should start its execution, because there is no dependency between them.

- Partially dependent subtransactions
  The compound transaction consists of some dependent subtransactions and some independent subtransactions. We will study the update techniques for this type of transactions in our future study in another paper.

- Fully dependent subtransactions
  Every subtransaction depends on the success of execution and commitment of the previous subtransaction. Failure of one subtransaction will stop and fail the processing of the long duration transaction because they are semantically dependent. The order of execution is important and can not be changed, so there is only one way to execute this compound transaction and only one success state for the compound transaction [15].

B. Transaction Processing with and without Disconnection

In Table I, T1 and T2 start from the same initial state S0 and pass through the intermediate states without losing any state, the sequence is the same until the state Sm which is the last state before disconnection and the initial state after disconnection. Both go through the states from Sm+1 to Sn which is the final state, so both are equivalent. Our goal is to build a technique for mobile database transactions to prove this analysis [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction T1 Without Disconnection</th>
<th>Transaction T2 With Disconnection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial state: S0, S1, S2,</td>
<td>Initial state: S0, S1, S2,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate state Sm,</td>
<td>Intermediate state Sm, (before disconnection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm+1, Sm+2,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disconnection Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn = final</td>
<td>Sn = final</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Managing Compound Transactions Updates (Shadow Technique)

We assume that the system is partially replicated distributed database system, because it is the most frequent practical and acceptable. We also assume that the mobile unit has a software package that can contact with the server and send and receive data from it.

We classified the computers that are involved in the update transaction into two groups:

- The basic group: consists of primary site and mobile unit. They are enough to complete the transaction.
- The complementary group: consists of all the remaining sites (replicas) that are involved in the update operation and we assume using lazy replication protocol for refreshment.

D. Scenario for Managing Compound Transactions Updates (shadow technique)

1. When the mobile user switches on the mobile unit and connects to the server. The program on the mobile unit sends request to the server to retrieve the current available dataset on it (we call this read set phase).

2. If a disconnection happened through the read set phase, the mobile unit (the program) tries to reconnect with the server for a predefined period.

3. If the mobile unit succeeds, then it reissues the request statement only (select statement only) for retrieving the read set, if it fails to reconnect with the server, the user has the options to close the program or try to reconnect
with the server again. The select statement is not a transaction, it is only a statement, because it does not effect the database and we can not rollback the result of select statement.

4 When the user receives the current dataset from the server, the program copies the current dataset (we call it original dataset) as shadow dataset (we call it shadow copy).
5 The user starts to do his updates (insertion, deletion, modification) on the shadow copy.
6 If the disconnection happened while the user doing his updates on the shadow copy (because of moving from the current cell to new cell or network failure), the program would not detect the network disconnection, but the operating system of the mobile unit would detect it and gives indication to the user.
7 When the user finishes his updates and the network state is active and the connection is available, then

8 Independent Case
which means that the relationship among the records in the dataset is independent, so the relationship among the subtransactions of the program is also independent. The control of the writset transaction would be on the server. The server issues the begin-transaction and commit or rollback statements (We implemented it as stored procedures on the server).

8.1 The mobile unit sends the datasets (record by record) to the server, the update process starts as the following:

a) The current record in the dataset is Modified
• The mobile unit sends the original record and the shadow record to the server.
• The primary site server starts the validation phase of the write set transaction for the shadow record by comparing its original values with the current value of the same record in the active database:
  a. If both are equal, the primary site server modifies the active database from the shadow record in exclusive mode (Serializable mode).
  b. If both are not equal, the primary server does not modify the active database, aborts the write set transaction for the current shadow record and sends failure message to the mobile unit.

b) The current record in the dataset is Added
• The mobile unit sends the shadow record only to the primary server.
• The primary site server starts the validation phase of the write set transaction for the shadow record by checking that the record is not exist in the active database:
  a. If the result of the comparison is true, the primary server inserts the shadow record into the active database, in exclusive mode (Serializable mode).
  b. If the result of the comparison is false, the primary server aborts the write set transaction for the current shadow record and sends failure message to the mobile unit.

c) The current record in the dataset is Deleted
• The mobile unit sends the value of the primary key field of the shadow record to the primary server.
• The primary server starts the validation phase of the write set transaction for the shadow record by checking that the record is exist in the active database:
  a. If the result of the comparison is true, the primary server deletes the record whose key field equals the shadow key field from the active database in exclusive mode (Serializable mode).
  b. If the result of the comparison is false, the server aborts the writeset transaction for the shadow record.

8.2 In the three cases, if the writeset transaction committed or rollbacked according to the integrity constrain of the database, the server sends committed or rollbacked message to the mobile unit, and the mobile unit would remove the shadow record from the shadow copy.
8.3 If the disconnection happened after updating some records and before completing the updates of all records in the shadow dataset (we assume that the user has big number (10,100,1000, …) of records for update) then:
8.3.1 The mobile unit tries to reconnect with the server (directly or through any local server on the network), for a predefined period (short disconnection).
8.3.2 If the mobile unit succeeds, the program reissues the write set statement only for the current shadow record which the disconnection happened through its update (because all variables and datasets still available in the main memory).
8.3.3 The primary server starts the validation phase of the write set transaction for the shadow record (which the disconnection
happened through its update) and committing or rolling back its transaction, and then the program would continue as the disconnection not happened and updates the remaining records in the shadow dataset.

8.3.4 If the reconnection to the primary site failed (long disconnection), the program saves the datasets (the original dataset and the remaining elements of the shadow dataset including the shadow record that the disconnection happened through its update) as external files (we implemented it as XML files) on the mobile unit secondary storage.

8.3.5 When reconnection (after long disconnection) with the primary site is available (directly or through any local server on the network), the program searches the secondary storage of the mobile unit for external files (XML files). If it not find any file, the program starts normally with blank form, If it found XML files related to the database operations, the program loads the XML files automatically and presents it to the user.

8.3.6 The user can (modify or delete or insert) any record in the loaded dataset, after he finishes, he clicks update, the program sends the original and the shadow datasets to the primary server, which start the validation and update for the remaining element in the shadow dataset as the disconnection not happened.

8.3.7 When the writeset transaction complete, the program deletes the external files and displays the current active dataset from the server after update.

9 Fully Dependent Case

which means that the relationship among the records in the dataset is dependent, so the relationship among the subtransactions of the program is also dependent. The control of the writeset transaction would be on the mobile unit (the client). The mobile unit issues the begin-transaction and commit or rollback statements (We implemented it as stored procedures on the server without transaction).

9.1 The mobile unit starts the write set transaction (issues begin-trans statement in exclusive mode (Serializable mode), then it sends the dataset record by record to the server and the update process starts as the following:

a) The current record in the dataset is Modified

- The mobile unit sends the original record and the shadow record to the server
- The primary site server starts the validation phase of the write set transaction for the current shadow record by comparing its original values with the current value of the same record in the active database,
  a- If both are equal, the primary server modifies the active database from the shadow record and sends success message to the mobile unit when the modification completes.
  b- If both are not equal, the primary server does not modify the active database, and sends failure message to the mobile unit,
  c- The mobile unit aborts the write set transaction for all shadow records and clears the memory to start new transaction.

b) The current record in the dataset is Added

- The mobile unit sends the shadow record only to the server
- The server starts the validation for the shadow record by checking that the record not exist in the database:
  a- if the result of the comparison is true, the primary server inserts the shadow record into the active database and send success message to the mobile unit when the insertion completes.
  b- If the result of the comparison is false, the primary server sends failure message to the mobile unit.
  c- The mobile unit aborts the write set transaction for all shadow records and clears the memory to start new transaction.

c) The current record in the dataset is Deleted

- The mobile unit sends the value of the primary key field of the shadow record to the primary server.
- The server starts the validation for the shadow record by checking that the record exist in the database:
  a- If the result of the comparison is true, the primary server deletes the record whose key field equals the shadow key field from the active database and sends success message to the mobile unit when the deletion completes.
  b- If the result of the comparison is false, the primary server sends failure message to the mobile unit.
  c- The mobile unit aborts the write set transaction for all shadow records and clears the memory to start new transaction.
9.2 In the three cases, if the mobile unit receives success message from the primary server, it continues sending another record from the shadow copy until all records update. If it receives one failure message for any record of the shadow copy, it issues rollback command to the primary server to undo any affected records on the active database and the mobile unit clears the memory to start new transaction.

9.3 If the disconnection happened after updating some records and before completing the updates of all records in the shadow dataset (we assume that the user has big number (10,100,1000,….) of records for update) then:

9.3.1 The primary server rollbacks any affected records on the active database.

9.3.2 The mobile unit tries to reconnect with the server (directly or through any local server on the network), for a predefined period, If it succeeds (after short disconnection) then:

The mobile unit program reissues the write set transaction as a new transaction for the shadow dataset. All the previous updates are rollbacked on the primary server because the transaction not exists. Because the writeset transaction reissued as a new transaction, the program would continue as the disconnection not happen and update all the records of the shadow dataset because all variables and datasets still available in the main memory.

9.3.3 If the reconnection with the primary site failed (long disconnection), the program saves the datasets (the original dataset and the shadow dataset) as external files (we implemented it as XML files) on the mobile unit secondary storage.

9.3.4 When reconnection (after long disconnection) with the primary site is available (directly or through any local server on the network), the program searches the secondary storage of the mobile unit for external files (XML files). If it not finds any file, the program starts normally with blank form, if it found XML files related to the database operations, the program loads the XML files automatically and presents it to the user.

9.3.5 The user can modify or delete or insert as he wants in the loaded dataset. When he finishes, he clicks update button. The program sends the loaded dataset to the primary server to validate and update the active database from it as a new transaction (as the disconnection not happened).

9.3.6 When the writeset transaction completes, the program deletes the external files and displays the current active dataset from the server after update.

2- No transfer of logs or transaction history among sites.
3- New precise definition for the transaction and also more flexible.
4- No need to load the mobile unit with DBMS and replica, because the program saves the datasets as XML files and can retrieve it at reconnection time or at any time the user wants.
5- The program differentiates between the short disconnection and the long disconnection.
6- We exactly know where and when in the program the disconnection would happen, so we design the program with capability to handle it.
7- We manage the unpredictable disconnection.
8- All ACID properties are reserved.
9- No storage lost on the primary server or on the mobile unit, because after the transaction committed or rollbacked, the program deletes the XML files.
10- In the independent case only, the program reissues the writeset transaction for the record that the disconnection happened through its update, and the transaction (program) continues its work. The user can move among servers and the write set subtransactions can commit on the primary server from different local servers connections and all the subtransactions would be valid. So in this case, we can say that reading from any where and writing from any where is true and valid.
11- In the dependent case, the writeset transaction commit only from the last connection to the primary site through the last local server. This is logical, because write set transaction is not divisible by nature, so, the program can read from any where, but must writes (commits) from one location (direct connection or through local server) to the primary site.
12- The locking of records at the primary server is very short, only at the writing time.
13- The load on the primary server would be more lite, because there is no waiting time, the program contacts it to validate and update.
14- More control over the network disconnection, especially in wireless networks which its property is frequently disconnection.
15- The user can work offline, and the program would handle it as long disconnection.
16- The disconnection can happen many times through the program life time in the main memory, and the program can continue its work or generate XML files by the uncommitted records.
17- This technique decreases the deadlock rate, because the primary site locks the data items when its transaction is online, otherwise it unlocks the data items. Therefore, it increases the performance of the system but the cyclic restart problem may occur.

E. The Advantage of the Shadow Approach

1- The effort and time of user not lost because the calculation set not lost.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION ENVIRONMENT

We implemented our programs using Visual Basic .Net and SQL Server 2000 because it is easy to install them and they support many new features as writing and reading XML files.

We assume that the replication handling is solved as a distributed database problem using the lazy replication technique among fixed hosts.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

The mobile computing and moving objects area is very interesting, it includes many other subjects as networking concepts, operating system concepts, database concepts, programming concepts, so it is a rich area for research.

In this paper, we concentrate on the disconnection that occurs when the mobile user moves from one service area to another passing through the shared area among the local servers. We defined the concept of transaction and classified the different types of transactions. Based on this analysis, we implemented our shadow technique that handles the disconnection because of moving among sites.

There are many points for future study as the following:

- If the whole network is wireless, how will be the transaction management?
- If the relationship among subtransactions is partially dependent, How will be the update processing?
- What is the optimal solution for selecting the next server in the shared area among many servers to decrease the number of disconnections?
- We implemented our simple system as homogeneous distributed database with partially replication, but if the database was heterogeneous distributed how will be the implementation?
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